
LSE Approved Supplier for:  Conference Management - Calder World of Travel (calderconferences.co.uk)  
 
LSE Financial regulations require that ALL significant activities outside of LSE’s mainstream activities, 
such as Conference and Exhibitions, need to be approved in advance by the Chief Financial Officer and 
follow relevant Finance/Procurement procedures.   
 
Calder are the School’s contracted provider for Conferencing, Exhibitions and Group Accommodation   

 Using Calder for these services by-passes the need for observing the three quote or four tender 
thresholds. 

 The alternative option to using Calder is to provide four competitive tender offers for 
evaluation, review, and award, which can be difficult given decisions are often based on 
location. 

 
The Key Benefits of using the School’s Contract with Calder  

Some Key Benefit of using Calder services: 
1. Access to specialist buyers at Calder who act on behalf of, and to the benefit of, the LSE. This 

brings all the customer service advantages of the Service being contract managed centrally by 
the LSE Procurement team. 

2. Instead of negotiating from a ‘Supplier biased’ Agreement, Calder contract on our behalf with the 
venue with their ‘Buyer biased’ Agreement. 

3. Access to volume based discounted offers negotiated by Calder, as well as offers where 
competition is high in a specific location 

4. Faster internal approval process as the ‘Supplier Biased’ contract would otherwise need 
negotiation, legal approval and signing by the School Secretary. 

5. Calder require no prepayments/deposits, simplifying the payment process for LSE. 
6. LSE suggested venues can be added within the day (if they are not already on Calder’s portfolio 

of over 35,000 venues) 
7. Visibility of LSE current and past bookings via a dashboard https://ccs.myeventsportal to further 

support volume-based discounting over time. 
8. Supports LSE in finding alternative venues should the venue of choice not be available on your 

dates or has cancelled your event. 
9. The toughest terms to negotiate with venues are the cancellation terms (notice period/amount 

of the fee payable if the booking is cancelled) and attrition terms (accounting for less than the 
total booked turning up). It only takes one booking to go wrong for the School for this agreement 
to be a good thing in spite of the above.  

10.  
Calder Services include 

 Sourcing and contracting of exhibition and conference venue. 
 Booking of accommodation for delegates to your event if their stay is related to the 

meeting/event Calder have booked. 
 Provision of just bedroom bookings for groups of 9+ people irrelevant of meeting space being 

booked.  
 Can provide LSE Event Management requirements for events with enhanced components for 

virtual, digital and hybrid meetings 
 Calder can organise site visits when required for an LSE representative to inspect the venue prior 

to a booking or when a new venue has been sourced. 
 

Charges for using Calder services 
 The Calder service is Free of Charge. Their industry already accounts for agency fees in the 

charges we pay (regardless of whether an agent was used or not). 
 Over 98% of venues in use agree to Calder’s terms and conditions, of which cancellation/attrition 

charges are more favourable to LSE and eliminates the need to make prepayments/deposits. 
 
 
 

https://www.calderconferences.co.uk/
https://ccs.myeventsportal/
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Enquiry/ Booking Process and Benefits of the Calder service 
 

 
How to Place an order for Calder Services 

Raise a PO to Calder. Once a booking is confirmed. Calder will invoice the LSE after the successful event 
Contact:  
Paul Ewing, Customer Relationship Category Manager, 
Tel: 0844 375 3288 or from a mobile 0113 3979432 | F: 0844 3753280   
Email: Paul@calders.org.uk 
More information  
 Business Travel Agents - Conference Management - Calder World of Travel (calderconferences.co.uk)  
 

Enquiries can be made either by email,  
LSE@calders.org.uk 
Electronic portal; 
https://pst.myeventsportal.co.uk/clientform/lse 
From a landline: 0844 375 3288 
From a mobile; 0113 204 3600 
Our Service Centre is open  
Mon- Fri 08.00 – 18.00 
For emergency support Calder provide a free out 
of hour’s service; Call the number above and you 
will be prompted. 

The Consultant will require your 
booking principles, i.e.  
telephone number and email to contact 
you direct and forward to you your 
proposals/confirmations 

Once the profile information has been 
obtained, and Calder have the details of 
the event, Calder will contact you within 
4 hours to clarify/ ask you further 
questions to ensure our understanding of 
your requirements. 

You will be asked to choose one of the 
following reasons for the event. 
External Customer Event 
Internal Government Event 
Internal Department Event 
Internal Training 
Supplier Meeting 
This information is captured for 
centralised reporting purposes. 

The Conference consultant will then commence 
the venue search. (Unless you have already 
identified a suitable venue available on your 
date) 

1. Free Government Space 
2. Third Sector Venues 
3. Commercial Venues 

Once Calder have sourced the best 
options to suit your requirements, Calder 
will send you a formal proposal of 3 
venues for consideration within 2 
working days, unless another response 
time has been agreed.  

The Booker will then review the options and 
advise the dedicated Consultant of their 
selected choice.  

Calder will then confirm the booking 
within 24 hours once Calder has the LSE 
OFFICAL Purchase Order 

The Confirmation will be sent to the Booker 
and the Venue. 
 
 
 

Any amendments or cancellations that 
incur a monetary change should be 
made directly with Calder’s which will 
be actioned either the same day or the 
following day. 
 

Once the booking is confirmed the 
Booker can then either liaise directly with 
the venue or maintain contact through 
Calder’s. 
 

A week prior to the event a phone 
call is made to the Venue to re 
confirm all details.  Any Post event feedback can be given to 

the Consultant by means of an arranged 
call. 

If you call Calder, you will be 
answered by an operator who will ask 
you which company you are calling 
from (i.e... LSE) to transfer you to 
your dedicated Conference Team 
Consultant. 

Any concerns relating to Calder service 
should be escalated in the first instance 
to a Calder Customer relationship 
Category Manager prior to escalation to 
the General Manager. 

https://www.calderconferences.co.uk/
mailto:Paul@calders.org.uk
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